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Technology has been playing a very important role in each country’s 
development now, promoting the development of science and technology innovation 
has become an important goal of each country’s national development strategy, so 
using the intellectual property regulations to protect and promote the development of 
technology has also become an inevitable choice in the national institutional 
framework. However, with the continuous enhancement of intellectual property 
protection, intellectual property misuses become frequently and cause more and more 
serious consequences. Especially the patent, which requires the most creative and 
highest irreplaceability, once been misused, the consequences will be the worst. At 
present, our legislations in respect of patent misuse are relatively weak, making it 
extremely necessary to strengthen the research. In this context, this paper analyzes 
that the patent misuse defense principle is irreplaceable through the systems 
investigating, and studies its theory, then explores how to construct it in China to 
make full effect on the patent misuses in the legislative and judicial practices. 
    Except the preface and conclusion, this paper includes three chapters: 
The first chapter is the patent misuse and related regulations. Starting from the 
definition of the patent misuse, this chapter makes a full understanding of the patent 
misuse and its regulations through inspecting the comparative law. On the original 
point, the patent misuse defense as a defense is not a pure procedural right. It is from 
the substantive law in essence and requires the objective existence of patent misuse 
and the necessity of regulations as prerequisite. Therefore, one of the purposes of this 
chapter is through the research of the patent misuse to provide the basic premise of 
the patent misuse defense, to confirm its nature of substantive right; The other is 
through the investigation of regulations on the patent misuse and the comparative 
analysis of the main regulatory instruments to prove that the patent misuse defense 














The second chapter is the basic theory of the patent misuse defense 
principle. After an initial understanding of the principle through elaborating the 
content and the theoretical basis, this chapter analyzes each typical case along the 
development sequence of the principle in the American judicial precedents, and 
investigates the value and function of the principle. To the value, it has the 
fundamental value of enhancing the entire society' benefits, meanwhile, it has basic 
values of fairness and efficiency. As function, it is not only conducive to the 
realization of the balance of interests, but also has the unique of complementary and 
overawed effects. The chapter will enrich it in theory, simultaneously, provide 
theoretical basis for our country' establishment. 
The third chapter is construction of the patent misuse defense principle in China. 
This chapter unfolds to inspect the patent misuse defense principle on considering the 
practical needs. Through analyzing the necessity and feasibility of its establishment, 
exploring how to construct in our country, incorporate this principle to China’s law 
system, to strengthen and improve the legislative and judicial regulations of the patent 
misuse. 
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因此应予废除。②但 早明确规定专利权滥用的法律出现在 20 世纪初的英
国。英国视专利权为垄断权，因此对于滥用专利权，英国是用“滥用垄断
权”来表述的。“滥用垄断权”的术语正式出现是在 1919 年修订的 1907
年的《英国专利法》“强制许可和取消”一节中。 




国专利法》用新的第 27 条取代了上述第 24 条和第 27 条，标题就是“阻止
滥用垄断权的规定”，授予专利审查官对所有诉称滥用垄断权的案件进行











































                                                 
① 张伟君.规制知识产权滥用法律制度研究[M].北京:知识产权出版社,2008.49. 
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